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Dura 
Fixed Screen 

The Dura Fixed Screen offers extreme flexibility to cover various 
outdoor space openings to protect you from the elements. It is designed 
to be easy to install. A highly resistant material that retains tension over 
a long period of time. Combine it with another Terra Summer products 
to create a highly homogeneous and consistent look and feel.

100% aluminum structure for durability and easy maintenance 

Protection against sun, wind and insects

System can cover up to 16' wide x 10'  high without crossbar

Sleek and modern design 

Tailor-made production

Fits perfectly with other Terra Summer products or any existing structure

Key Features
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Order a color sample to perfectly match with your house exterior.

Maximum size :
A - Width : 16' 
B - Height : 10'

Aluminum Frame Color

The Dura Fixed screen consists of an aluminum frame 
installed around the periphery of the opening and 
which a bug resistant screen is fitted. 

System Operation
The aluminum frame consists of a tension and 
retention system that allows the fabric to be 
easily adjusted and kept taut over time.

A

B

Superior strength vinyl coated polyester

Excellent visibility with 50 or 60% openings

Ideal protection against bugs and insects

Light protection against wind, preserving a comfortable 
outdoor sensation

Available only in black for maximum transparency

Entirely made of PVC, offering superior stability

Shade with micro-perforations with only 14% openings

Excellent shade to protect from the sun, the wind and the rain

Increased heat retention inside your outdoor living space

Available in 4 colors

Textilene SuperScreenTM 
by Twitchell

Soltis 86  
by Serge Ferrari 

DARK BRONZE
TS108

WHITE 
ALUMINIUM

RAL9006

STONE GREY
RAL7030

GREY BEIGE
RAL1019

PURE WHITE
RAL9010

DUSTY GREY
RAL7037

QUARTZ GREY
RAL7039

BEIGE GREY
RAL7006

PEBBLE GREY
RAL7032

TEXTURED 
BLACK

RAL9005

GRAPHITE GREY
RAL7024

TEXTURED 
ANTHRACITE GREY 

RAL7016


